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1. Introduction
Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) networks will revolutionize the way wireless
communication is used today for the transmission of mobile, nomadic, and fixed
digital applications, and services for the next generation of cellular systems. Global
trends indicate that Long Term Evolution LTE (release 8), LTE-Advanced (release
10) and IEEE 802.16-m will emerge as new technologies to provide very high data
rates above 300 Mbps, or even exceed 1 Gbps in LTE-Advanced. These new systems
are the best BWA technologies that will support the increased demand of fourth
generation (4G) traffic, which will include a larger number of subscribers and active
simultaneous requested services per a mobile user such as video conferencing and
video streaming applications using a very large radio bandwidth.
International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) or 4G are
mobile systems that extend and improve upon the capabilities of the IMT-2000 family
of standards. These systems are expected to provide users with access to a variety of
advanced IP-based services and applications, supported by mobile and fixed
broadband packet-based networks. The IMT-Advanced systems can support a wide
range of data rates, with different quality of service (QoS) requirements, proportional
to user mobility conditions in multi-user environments. According to the IMTAdvanced, only LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16-m fulfill the complete set of
requirements for 4G.
Objective of the Book
The book we propose will present a state-of-the-art overview of the recent
developments in the area of broadband wireless access networks, including mobile
standards LTE (release 8), LTE-Advanced, and IEEE 802.16m. Because of these
standards as a system needs to take many features into consideration due to
optimizations at each level which involve lots of complexity and challenging
implementation. Numerous changes in lower layers (PHY ad MAC) can be expected
to support larger bandwidths with more flexible allocations and to make use of further
enhanced antenna technologies, coordinated base stations, scheduling, MIMO,

interference management, and suppression will also require changes in the network
architecture. Recently, relaying is being studied as an enhancement of LTE towards
LTE-Advanced, and the IEEE 802.16m standard. The main objective of introducing
relaying in LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16m is to provide extended network
coverage at low cost.
The consecutive chapters of this book will present topics related to the actual
broadband wireless technologies that work together to carry out coordinated
functions. The chapters will also present new theory and applications devoted to the
improvement and development of broadband wireless access networks.
The mission of the book is to gather the knowledge and experience of enthusiastic and
expert researchers who work in the area of broadband wireless access networks and
transmit their knowledge and enthusiasm in a collaboration that leads to the edition of
a book that will be one of the first of its kind, and a primary source of reading for
students wishing to become involved in this area of research.
Target Audience
The prospective audience of the book “Broadband Wireless Access Networks for
4G” will be of interest to undergraduate and graduate students interested in
Broadband Wireless Access Networks theory, implementation and application, as
well as professors teaching or researching this area and practitioners in the public and
private sectors.
Recommended topics include, but are not limited to the following:
• LTE, LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16m performance issues and optimizations
• LTE and IEEE 802.16-e deployment experiences, field tests and measurements,
and
real performance analysis
• Mobile vehicular technologies for LTE, LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16m
• End-to-End quality of service
• LTE Voice Developments
• Resource allocation management strategies and scheduling algorithms
• Relay networks, relay assisted, and cooperative communications
• MIMO, spatial multiplexing and OFDM enhanced technique
• Modulation and coding schemes
• Intra-cell coordinated multipoint (CoMP)
• Smart antennas
• Energy conservation technologies
• Propagation models
• Interference control
• Detection and estimation
• Femtocell and heterogeneous networks
Submission Procedure
Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit on or before February 15, 2013, a
2-3 page chapter proposal clearly explaining the mission and concerns of his or her
proposed chapter. Authors of accepted proposals will be notified by February 20,
2013 about the status of their proposals and sent chapter guidelines. Full chapters are
expected to be submitted by April 15, 2013. All submitted chapters will be reviewed
on a double-blind review basis. Contributors may also be requested to serve as

reviewers for this project.
Publisher
This book is scheduled to be published by IGI Global (formerly Idea Group Inc.),
publisher of the “Information Science Reference” (formerly Idea Group Reference),
“Medical Information Science Reference,” “Business Science Reference,” and
“Engineering Science Reference” imprints. For additional information regarding the
publisher, please visit www.igi-global.com. This book is anticipated to be released in
2013.
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April 15, 2013:
Full Chapter Submission
June 15, 2013:
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